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ABSTRACT
Human-robot trust research often measures people’s trust in robots
in individual scenarios. However, humans may update their trust
dynamically as they continuously interact with a robot. In a well-
powered study (𝑛 = 220), we investigate the trust updating process
across a 15-trial interaction. In a novel paradigm, participants act
in the role of teacher to a simulated robot on a smartphone-based
platform, and we assess trust at multiple levels (momentary trust
feelings, perceptions of trustworthiness, and intended reliance).
Results reveal that people are highly sensitive to the robot’s learning
progress trial by trial: they take into account both previous-task
performance, current-task difficulty, and cumulative learning across
training. More integrative perceptions of robot trustworthiness
steadily grow as people gather more evidence from observing robot
performance, especially of faster-learning robots. Intended reliance
on the robot in novel tasks increased only for faster-learning robots.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Applied computing → Psychology; • Human-centered com-
puting → Empirical studies in HCI.
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1 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
Trust is an important prerequisite not only for people’s relation-
ships with each other [58, 59] but also for their relationships with
technology [20, 87]. In the case of autonomous artificial agents,
trust is becoming more deeply social and is influenced by a large
number of factors inherent in complex environments [30, 57]. Trust
in these agents will vary depending on how the agent adapts to
such complex environments, where acting error-free is impossible.
When people interact with imperfect, evolving machines, they are
bound to feel uncertain [49] and lose trust [23, 62]. However, if
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humans act as teachers of an evolving agent, their trust in it might
strengthen even when the agent is imperfect—because they are
involved in the machine’s improvements [1]. A human teacher’s
trust updating when interacting with an imperfect robot learner is
the topic of this paper.

Teaching is particularly important for social robots—embodied
artificial agents deployed in such social settings as a home, school,
or hospital. These robots will have to learn not only navigation and
manipulation skills but social skills. Though many capacities are
involved in robot social skills (e.g., communication [7]; theory of
mind [67]), one competence is foundational for continued social
interaction: the ability to learn and abide by norms—the social and
moral standards of appropriate action that a community expects
its members to follow [6, 51].

Norms are essential for the success of human communities
[31, 84] and arguably essential for the success of human-robot com-
munities [10, 53, 71]. Success implies that people trust the robot
to comply with relevant norms and that they can confidently dele-
gate some tasks to it. But how can robots acquire norms? Humans
learn norms from childhood on [69], and they often acquire them
by being taught—e.g., with words, by example, through feedback.
Robot apprentices could be taught many norms before deployment
[10, 53, 61], but norm teaching never ends if people expect robots
to perform a growing number of tasks, in different contexts, with
different people. In such expanding deployment, humans must be
ready to teach the robot new norms and help it refine old norms.

We know from previous work that a teacher’s continued en-
gagement with the learner reciprocally interacts with the learner’s
engagement and improvement [73, 86]. Likewise, a teacher’s will-
ingness to expand the learner’s independence (e.g., by delegating)
is responsive to a learner’s growing mastery of the requisite skills
[19, 50]. Because delegation is typically the result of growing trust
[28], the teaching-learning setting is a promising context to study
dynamic trust growth, not only in human-human interaction but
also human-machine interaction.

The present study investigated how people dynamically update
trust across multiple stages of a human-robot teaching situation.We
used a recently developed experimental paradigm[14] that allows
human teachers to monitor the robot at each learning step, engage
in acts of teaching, and express their trust in the robot. In a well-
powered, repeated-measures experiments, we varied or measured
factors that could affect dynamic trust updates, including the robot’s
objective learning rate, specific patterns of task difficulty and task
success, and the teacher’s cumulative perceptions of robot learning.
Importantly, we measured trust at three levels of analysis: trust
feelings before each new task; integrated perceptions of the robot’s
trustworthiness after a batch of tasks; and intended reliance on the
robot in future tasks inside and outside the learning context.
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2 RELATEDWORK
To uphold trust in human-machine interactions, robotic research
has often focused on improving learning algorithms [12, 13]. Some
studies explored the positive effect of a robot learner’s proactive
questions on the interaction quality [16] or the robot’s eye-gaze as
a means to communicate understanding or its need for guidance
[56, 76]. A small number of studies explored whether the teacher’s
direct involvement in the teaching process has an impact on trust
[26, 74]. Other studies have examined whether a system’s errors
lead to loss of human trust [62, 90] and whether the system can
make up for failure by offering apologies or justifications [18, 25]. To
our knowledge, no research has examined the multi-step process
of trust growth in the context of teaching, and norm teaching
in particular. In this context, trust is arguably both dynamic and
consequential, but such research raises a number of challenges to
the common ways of conceptualizing and measuring trust.

2.1 Conceptualizing Human-Robot Trust
Trust is an important element in successful human-machine inter-
actions [30, 49, 60]. However, trust has typically been treated as a
response to machine reliability and competence [12, 62, 64, 72]. Al-
though this conception is sufficient for describing human responses
to automation, it is insufficient for capturing human responses to
those artificial agents that have (or appear to have) the ability to
interact and communicate with humans and make autonomous
decisions. Recent theoretical and empirical work in HRI has indeed
expanded its model of human-robot trust to include not only a
performance dimension but also a relational dimension [47]. The
broader human-human literature on trust supports this distinc-
tion and suggests that the relational dimension heavily focuses on
moral aspects [54], which include concerns about sincerity, ethi-
cal integrity, and benevolence [2, 27, 70, 89]. These aspects would
naturally be part of what an agent learns when it learns norms.

Previous work has explored a variety of possible antecedents to
trust that range from robot- and human-related to environment-
related [30]. These factors shift in their relative contributions from
early stages of interaction, when trust is determined more by fea-
tures of the human trustor, to later stages, when trust is determined
increasingly by the trustee’s actions [37].

Indeed, a core feature of human-robot trust is that people are
sensitive to evidence of the robot’s task performance [48]. Accord-
ingly, our paradigm experimentally manipulates trial-by-trial per-
formance variations to assess the resulting trial-by-trial trust varia-
tions. Moreover, trust accumulates over multiple pieces of evidence
[43]. Such trust updating is rarely measured in HRI studies, where
focal events are often single trust violations, followed by a repair
attempt [77]. Teaching, by contrast, contains improvement across
multiple task events. Therefore, our study captures integrated trust
updates in addition to the ebb and flow of momentary trust feelings.
Further, a teacher’s trust varies according to the logic of causal
attribution [11], in which the trustor attributes the trustee agent’s
performance to both the agent’s dispositions and the task’s difficulty.
However, task difficulty is often held constant in human-machine
trust studies, where robots perform only one type of task [3, 38, 91].
Our paradigm allows us to directly manipulate variations of task
difficulty in order to assess how it affects trust.

2.2 Measuring Human-Robot Trust
In its ordinary meaning, trust is a subjective state, and most scien-
tific treatments of human-robot trust adopt this characterization.
Trust is therefore often measured by means of self-report, though
occasionally by such indicators as physiology [40] or brain imaging
[88]. In addition, trust is sometimes operationalized as observed
behavior, such as choosing a teammate or investing resources in
another agent [65]. Conceptually, the latter behaviors are perhaps
best described as reliance, which is typically a consequence of the
trust that people feel toward the other.

Many self-report measures have been used in the HRI literature,
but most of them focus on performance aspects of trust, namely
reliability and competence (e.g., [68]). Jian and colleagues [35] de-
veloped a measure that contains a few items pointing to the ethical
integrity dimension, in addition to the performance dimensions, but
current use of the scale averages all items into an overall trust score.
Some researchers have adapted scales developed for human-human
relations [55] to the human-robot case (e.g., [5, 27]), though not
always with independent validation. Moreover, such scales typi-
cally do not include an option for participants to decline ascribing
attributes such as transparency or ethical integrity to robots. This is
problematic, because such attributes may seem unsuitable for sim-
ple robots that, for example, select boxes to load on a conveyor belt
[27]. Chita-Tegmark and colleagues [15] showed that the presence
of an option to decline ascribing certain attributes has a beneficial
impact on trust measurement.

The recently proposed Multi-Dimensional Measure of Trust
(MDMT) [54, 81] captures four dimensions, Reliability and Compe-
tence (making up Performance trust) and Transparency and Eth-
icality (making up Moral trust). Initial validation of the MDMT
appears promising, showing discriminant validity for Moral trust
and Performance trust [46, 54, 82], although the specific dimen-
sions do not always separate [4]. Subsequently, the scale developers
added a benevolence dimension to their measure [83] (MDMT v.2)
because the evidence in the human-human literature suggested
that a comprehensive picture of trust may require five dimensions.
As yet unpublished results [78] support the distinctness of this
benevolence dimension, but in the current study, the original four
dimensions were sufficient (for reasons explained in 3.3.3). Both
versions of the MDMT include the option for participants to in-
dicate, for any given item, that the probed attribute (e.g., candid,
ethical) does not apply to the agent in question.

Many past studies measured trust only once, after exposing peo-
ple to a robot or AI (e.g., [1, 66]). Though capturing important first-
time trust reactions, such paradigms cannot capture trust change.
When measuring such change in response to a single interaction,
researchers have shown that people typically update their trust
[21, 62]. However, more complex paradigms are needed to reveal a
human’s updated trust over multiple encounters [12]. When only
the initial and final trust state are assessed (e.g., [90]), the overall
change may mask dynamic patterns of trust over the course of
the entire interaction [24]. A multi-stage teaching context presents
numerous points at which trust may grow or decline, so measuring
trust multiple times can help us understand the dynamic process
of updating trust.
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3 EXPERIMENT
3.1 Research Objectives
To the best of our knowledge, there exists no single, mature the-
oretical model of trust dynamics in a teaching-learning context.
But theoretical elements studied in the literature, reviewed ear-
lier, directly motivated three research questions and consequent
experimental manipulations.

(1) Does human trust continuously update with evidence of robot
performance? To answer this question we experimentally
manipulated the robot learner’s trial-by-trial performance
variations and measured the resulting trust updates.

(2) Does human trust integrate evidence of the robot’s performance
and of the task’s difficulty? To answer this question we ma-
nipulated task difficulty in addition to robot performance.

(3) Does trust evolve across multiple levels, from trial-by-trial
through integrated perceptions to intended future reliance? To
answer this question we used three measures of trust and
tested their sensitivity to various experimental variables.

3.2 Study Overview
In this study we investigated people’s dynamic trust updating
within an interactive teaching setting. Participants took the role of
aiding a robot in learning how to act norm-appropriately in sev-
eral healthcare tasks. To make this teaching role credible we asked
participants to choose between two broad teaching methods that
feature prominently when humans teach humans [17, 29] and also
when humans teach robots [14]. One method is teacher-initiated
(e.g., demonstration, instruction); the other is student-initiated (e.g.,
exploration with evaluative feedback) [39]. When teaching the
robot, study participants had to decide, in each trial, whether to
instruct the robot to act a certain way or to evaluate the robot’s
action proposal.

We expected that people’s trust updates would be sensitive to
the learner’s performance and to the tasks’ difficulty levels. Per-
formance was manipulated within subject, such that participants
observed appropriate, acceptable, and inappropriate robot actions
in a systematically varied but improving pattern across the 15 trials.
Performance was also manipulated between subjects, such that
half of participants encountered a robot with slow performance
improvement and the other half, a robot with fast performance
improvement (labeled robot learning rate).

To assess trust updates both within and across tasks we used
multiple measures of trust. First, we measured people’s feelings of
trust as they learned about each task, thus capturing local, trial-
by-trial variations. Second, we devised a separate measurement of
slowly integrating judgments of the robot’s dispositional trustwor-
thiness. These perceptions of trustworthiness were captured using
the MDMT [54], which asks people to judge dispositions of being
capable, reliable, transparent, and ethical. To track changes in these
integrated perceptions we presented the MDMT at the end of each
of five “training days” (each encompassing three trials). Finally, we
asked people whether they would rely on the robot in several other
contexts, and we measured this intended reliance at the beginning
and at the end of the teaching session, which enabled us to capture
the change of reliance as a result of the entire teaching session.

3.3 Methods
3.3.1 Participants. 220 U.S. participants were recruited on Prolific,
slightly oversampling beyond the intended sample size of n = 100
for each between-subjects condition (but no participants had to
be excluded). We targeted statistical power of ≥ .80 at 𝛼 < .05 for
an effect size of 𝑑 ≥ .40 for the between-subjects manipulation of
robot learning rate—slow vs. fast performance improvement.

3.3.2 Procedure and Design. Participants first read background
information on how “robotics in the domain of healthcare is fast
developing.” Then we invited participants to act in the role of a
busy nurse responsible for training a healthcare robot assistant that
is ready to learn and take over some hospital tasks. Participants
were told that the robot would consult with them in situations
where the best action was unclear. Before the interactive training
session began, participants were asked about their willingness to
assign the robot to three different future tasks (intended reliance,
pre-training), based on the minimal information provided in the
introduction (see Supplemental Material(SM) 1.1 for verbatim text).

The robot training session consisted of five training days, each
featuring three specific tasks (varying in difficulty) that a robot
nurse assistant would be likely to perform—for example, politely
knocking before entering a room (easy), enforcing a non-smoking
rule (medium), handling patient complaints (difficult). For each task,
the robot initiated the learner-teacher interaction by describing its
current environment (e.g., at the elevator), its goal (e.g., I need to
go downstairs), and specific context (e.g., other people are waiting
ahead). Following the robot’s description of environment, goal, and
context, participants then expressed their feelings of trust in the
appropriateness of the robot’s next action.

Next came the decision of teaching method—whether to instruct
the robot or evaluate its proposal. If the participant decided to eval-
uate (“Let me hear your proposal”), the robot offered its planned
action for the current task; if the participant decided to instruct
(“Here’s what you need to do”), the robot replied with “Noted!”
along with its own original plan of action, phrased as, “I was plan-
ning to...” The procedure ensured that participants always learned
about the quality of the action that the robot was prepared to take,
irrespective of the participant’s teaching decision.

At the end of each of the five training days, participants com-
pleted a multi-item measure of how trustworthy they judged the
robot to be (see 3.3.3). After the training session concluded, partici-
pants again indicated how much they would rely on the robot to
complete the same three future tasks introduced at the beginning
of the experiment (intended reliance, post-training).

Evidence for learning progress was controlled bymeans of a fixed
scheme of action proposals that, over the course of the five training
days, increased in quality. These action proposals were initially
designated to be clearly inappropriate, acceptable, or clearly appro-
priate. However, to validate this designation we asked a sample of
participants (𝑁 = 70) to rate the quality of the robot’s proposed
actions on appropriateness, using a 1-5 scale. The resulting mean
ratings became each action proposal’s assigned level of appropriate-
ness. Proposal quality could therefore be treated as a continuous
predictor in statistical analyses.

We implemented a between-subjects factor of slow vs. fast robot
learning rate by designing two trajectories of task performance

http://prolific.co
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(a) trust feeling for the current
context

(b) MDMT measure of
trustworthiness at the end

of a training day

Figure 1: Screenshots of human-robot interface, showing the
trust measurement screens

with different slopes of improvement. Both robots improved over
the course of the training days, but the fast-learning robot im-
proved more quickly than the slow-learning robot. While both
robots started at the same level, only fast-learning robots reached
near-perfect level of performance toward the end of the training
session. Specifically, the distribution of behaviors originally des-
ignated as inappropriate–acceptable–appropriate behaviors was
2–5–8 across the 15 tasks for the fast-learning robot and 4–8–3 for
the slow-learning robot. (For details of this improvement scheme,
see Supplemental Material(SM) 1.5.)

The robot’s tasks were initially designated as easy, medium, or
hard and were presented in this fixed order, from easy to hard, on
each training day. We later refined the levels of task difficulty by
asking another group of participants (𝑁 = 30) to rate the difficulty
of each task on a 0 (“easy”) to 100 (“difficult”) scale. The resulting
mean ratings became each task’s assigned level of difficulty. These
values were used as continuous predictors in the study’s statistical
analyses.

3.3.3 Materials. We designed a smartphone-based interface so par-
ticipants could engage with a robot agent in an interactive training
session. The top part of the screen mimics a messaging applica-
tion (“chat app”) where robot and human teacher communicate via
short messages. In the area below the chat app, participants could
(a) respond to trust measurement questions posed by researchers
(Fig. 1), (b) select a teaching strategy for the current task (e.g., to
instruct or to evaluate), and (c) provide teaching feedback (e.g., se-
lecting a specific evaluative rating). All participants were required
to complete the experiment on smart phones.

The study contained three forms of trust measures: trial-by-
trial trust feelings, end-of-day perceptions of trustworthiness, and
intended reliance. We measured participants’ feelings of trust in
the robot’s upcoming action at the onset of each trial, right after
a participant learned about the task context and requirement but
before the robot’s actionwas known.We used the formulation “How

much do you feel you are trusting this robot?” and participants
answered on a 5-point rating scale from ”Not at all” to ”Completely.”
The phrasing was deliberately chosen to reflect an intuitive feeling
rather than a dispositional judgment [11].

We measured people’s perceptions of the robot’s trustworthiness
at the end of each training day. Participants were prompted to re-
flect on their “impressions of the robot by indicating how much
the robot seems to have each of the attributes” contained in the
MDMT v2 measurement scale [83]. This measurement gave people
an opportunity to integrate their perceptions of the robot’s perfor-
mance improvement over the three learning trials of a completed
day. Because this trust measure was presented five times, we used a
half form that the scale authors recommend for repeated-measures
settings. In addition, we omitted the Benevolence sub-scale that
is normally part of this measure, because it is intended to capture
benevolence toward the trustor (here, the participant), but such
benevolence was inapplicable in the training session. We thus used
the four subscales (trust dimensions) of Competent, Reliable, Ethi-
cal, and Transparent, represented by two adjectives per subscale
(see Supplemental Material(SM) 1.4 for the specific items).

Finally, to assess people’s intended reliance on the robot they
encountered, we asked how much they trust the robot assistant to
complete each of three tasks in the future (see SM 1.2), and they
responded on a slider scale from 0 (“Absolutely Not”) to 100 (“Ab-
solutely”). One future task was in the health domain and was even
seen before (distributing medication), the other two were social
tasks and never seen before: companion to an older hospital pa-
tient and providing homework help to children. We probed this
reliance both at the beginning and at the end of the study so as to
observe how reliance changed as a result of the teaching interac-
tion with the robot. This trust measure differs from the previous
two in that it abstracts away from the participant’s feelings about
an upcoming task or perceptions of the robot’s trustworthiness;
instead, it assesses a user’s potential “willingness to be vulnerable
to the consequences of a robot’s actions” [55].

3.4 Results
Because we focus in this paper on measuring trust updates, we
omit the results of people’s teaching method choices and will report
them elsewhere. The analyses below examine variables that predict
the three levels of trust, in order: trial-by-trial feelings of trust,
perceptions of trustworthiness, and intended reliance.

3.4.1 Trial-by-trial Feelings of Trust. To test whether human trust
continuously updates with evidence of robot performance we ex-
amined the series of 15 trial-by-trial ratings of trust feelings that
participants expressed immediately after learning about the upcom-
ing task and just before the robot performed this task. To predict
these trust feelings we built a mixed-effects model with participant
as a random effect and the following fixed effects: robot overall
learning rate (manipulated to be slow. vs. fast), robot’s performance
(continuous proposal quality) on the previous task, continuous level
of difficulty on the immediately upcoming task, cumulative perfor-
mance score (sum of performance quality from all previous tasks),
and the interaction between cumulative performance score and
robot learning rate.
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The analysis revealed that, first, people’s feelings of trust in the
robot on the immediately upcoming task was strongly influenced
by a robot’s level of appropriate performance observed on the pre-
vious task (𝑡 = 4.14, 𝑝 < .001). In addition, people appeared to form
an integrated perception of the robot’s performance: The higher
the robot’s cumulative performance score up to and including the
previous task, the more people trusted the robot on the upcoming
task (𝑡 = 4.82, 𝑝 < .001). Furthermore, the task difficulty of the
upcoming task mattered as well: The more difficult this task, the
less people trusted the robot to perform well on it (𝑡 = −15.04,
𝑝 < .001). By itself (as a main effect), the difference between fast
vs. slow learning rate did not affect trial-by-trial feelings of trust,
𝑡 = −0.936, 𝑝 = .35. However, learning rate interacted with cu-
mulative performance: The more evidence of the robot’s learning
accumulated, the more people built stronger feelings of trust in
the fast-learning robot than in the slow-learning robot (𝑡 = −2.85,
𝑝 < .01). Figure 2 shows that, as people’s trial-by-trial trust feel-
ings relied on more and more performance evidence, their trust in
the slow vs. fast learner began to diverge. Figure 2 shows an addi-
tional pattern, for both robots, of initial trust loss and later recovery.
This pattern was confirmed in an exploratory best-fit model with
quadratic and cubic polynomials of cumulative performance.

Figure 2: Trial-by-trial trust feelings show initial disappoint-
ment followed by recovery but increasingly better recovery
for the fast-learning robot.

3.4.2 Perceptions of Robot Trustworthiness. We conducted mixed-
effects models predicting the integrated perceptions of trustworthi-
ness, measured once per “day” (which followed observation of three
tasks). We analyzed each of the four trust dimensions separately
(Competent, Reliable, Ethical, Transparent), with participant as a
random effect and the following fixed effects: robot learning rate,
day performance (performance summed over the three tasks on the
just-completed day), and the interaction of the two.

As the day performance scores increased across the training
session, participants’ perceptions of trustworthiness grew on all
four dimensions (main effects of day performance, 𝑡s > 8.9, 𝑝s
< .001). In addition, people showed differential growth for the two
robots (interaction between day performance and learning rate):
Their trustworthiness perceptions grew more steeply for the fast-
learning than for the slow-learning robot. These steeper trajectories

for the fast-learning robot held for Competent (𝑡 = −4.94, 𝑝 < .001),
Reliable (𝑡 = −3.19, 𝑝 < .01), and Ethical (𝑡 = −3.38, 𝑝 < .001).
For Transparent, however, the increases for the two robots were
parallel (i.e., no interaction, 𝑡 = −1.41, 𝑝 = 0.16) (see Fig. 3). This
unique pattern can be explained by the fact that the two robots
differed, by experimental design, in the speed of improving to act
appropriately, which means becoming more reliable, competent,
and ethical; but the two robots communicated their action plans in
the same transparent manner.

Figure 3: Perceptions of trustworthiness grew more steeply
for fast-learning robots on three trust dimensions (Compe-
tent, Reliable, Ethical) but on the Transparent dimension.

The MDMT does not force participants to rate each trustworthi-
ness item; instead, they can indicate that a given item “Does Not
Fit.” These Does Not Fit (DNF) responses are treated as missing val-
ues when computing trustworthiness scores, but their distributions
may be revealing. In exploratory analyses of these responses, peo-
ple differed in their DNF frequencies of the four trust dimensions
(𝐹 (3, 36) = 154.79, 𝑝 < .001, [2 = 0.93). Ethical and Transparent
(the two Moral trust subscales) each had significantly more DNF
counts than Competent and Reliable (the two Performance trust
subscales), all 𝑝s < .001. This is consistent with recent findings
from [78] and clarifies that the abovementioned differentiation of
Transparent and Ethical holds specifically for those people who are
willing to ascribe moral capacities to robots in the first place.

3.4.3 Intended Reliance. Wemeasured intended reliance before the
teaching session and after the teaching had ended. A change score
captures the final result of a person’s trust updating compared to the
person’s initial willingness to rely on the robot. At each time point,
we asked participants whether they would rely on the healthcare
robot assistant to complete three future tasks—a familiar healthcare
task (medication distribution) and two novel social tasks, one in
healthcare, the other in education (see SM 1.2).

At baseline, people’s intended reliance was higher for the familiar
healthcare task than the two social tasks (𝑡 = 3.96, 𝑝 < .001). It
did not differ by robot learning rate (𝑡 = 1.28, 𝑝 = .20), as this
between-subjects manipulation had not yet been revealed.

Next, we predicted reliance changes from baseline in a mixed-
effects model with a participant random effect and two fixed effects
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and their interaction: robot learning rate (slow vs. fast) and three-
level future task (with contrasts of previously seen medication
distribution vs. new social tasks, and new health vs. education
social task). Intended reliance increased more for the fast-learning
than the slow-learning robot (𝑡 = 5.41, 𝑝 < .001). It also increased
more for the new health than for the education task (𝑡 = 2.54,
𝑝 = .01). There was also an interaction effect, such that the greater
growth of intended reliance for the fast-learning robot was stronger
on the new social tasks than on the previously seen healthcare task
(𝑡 = 3.26, 𝑝 = .001); see Figure 4.

Figure 4: Change in intended reliance on two types of robots
for three tasks. Positive values indicate increased reliance,
measured as the difference between two 0-100 scale ratings.

3.5 Preliminary Discussion
The results of this study showed consistent andmulti-layered updat-
ing processes in human-robot trust. At the lowest level of analysis,
trial by trial, people’s feelings of trust were sensitive to the robot’s
performance on the previous (just-completed) task, to the difficulty
of the upcoming task, and to the cumulative performance over the
course of all tasks up to the most recent one. Over the course of the
training session, people’s trust feelings also diverged depending
on whether they interacted with a slow-learning or a fast-learning
robot (the between-subjects manipulation).

Thus, we can provide positive answers to our first two research
questions. In a teaching context, humans continuously update their
trust with evidence of a robot’s performance and also integrate this
evidence with judgments about a task’s difficulty.

At the second level of analysis, day by day, we also saw updat-
ing processes, but ones that were smoothed by the fact that each
training day encompassed three specific tasks over which people
integrated performance evidence. We queried people’s perceptions
of the robot’s trustworthiness, which are dispositional judgments
that encourage integration over actions [8]. These perceptions were
sensitive to robots’ improvement over the course of the training
session and also to the distinct learning rates of the two different
robots (see Fig. 3). Interestingly, these perceived trustworthiness
updates showed a steady growth, unlike the dip and recovery that
the lower-level trust feelings displayed (see Fig. 2).

At the broadest level of analysis, the intended reliance mea-
sure, people showed considerable increases in reliance for the fast-
learning robot but not the slow-learning robot. Contrast this with
the pattern of trustworthiness perceptions, which increased for
both slow- and fast-learning robot, though more steeply for the the
fast-learning one. Thus, the reliance measure captured a different
aspect of trust, not only the integration over performance trends
but the willingness to go beyond the trained performance. We see
this even more clearly when comparing reliance changes across the
different tasks. Having observed the slow-learning robot, people
were not willing to venture out far—they increased reliance on the
robot only for the medication distribution task—which is in the
familiar healthcare domain and had actually been observed in the
training session. No increase on reliance occurred in the two social
tasks that went beyond training (companion in a hospital, helping
children in school). By contrast, having observed the fast-learning
robot, people were willing to venture out, even into the novel social
tasks (Fig. 4).

Could these patterns of intended reliance be explained, not by
different learning rates, but by the two robots’ different final per-
formance in the training session? Although we cannot rule out
this possibility, the results do not favor it. The future task of dis-
tributing medication had been seen in training and was in the very
domain that showed performance differences (healthcare), but peo-
ple barely distinguished between the two robots. In the two social
tasks, where no performance differences were observed, people re-
lied far more on the fast-learning robot. Thus, reliance seemed to be
influenced not so much by the robots’ performance differences but
by their apparent general learning capacities, which would make a
fast learner a potentially trustworthy agent in other domains.

In sum, updating processes are fluctuating at the trust-feeling
level (while being sensitive to performance and task difficulty), are
more stabilized at the trustworthiness perception level (and sensi-
tive to performance and overall learning rate), and more cautious
at the reliance level, sensitive primarily to learning rate.

We now provide a brief excursion into the results of a pilot
study that drives home an important point: It suggests that people’s
growing trust in a clearly imperfect robot—amply documented in
our primary experiment—requires the participant’s experience of
active involvement in the robot learning progress. In short, the pilot
study showed that when participants indicate their updated trust
in a robot that they observe but do not actively teach, their trust
is still sensitive to local performance variations but does not grow
overall; instead, people appear increasingly disappointed by the
imperfect robot. People’s steady trust growth in an imperfect robot
may thus be deeply connected to the teaching process itself, not
merely to the objective evidence of improvement.

3.6 Pilot Study as Comparison
3.6.1 Pilot StudyMethods. Participants were invited, as in themain
study, to act in the role of a busy nurse responsible for training
a healthcare robot assistant. However, people actually observed a
robot learner across 18 trials and repeatedly indicated their trust in
the robot to perform each upcoming task.

The study implemented a between-subjects experimental manip-
ulation of the robot’s declared level of experience. The experienced
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robot had undergone some amount of training as a hospital as-
sistant (e.g., it knew to close the door behind it and to comfort a
patient in pain). The inexperienced robot had just started to undergo
training as a hospital assistant, and it tended to leave treatment
room doors open and ignore patients’ complaints.

The session consisted of three blocks, each featuring six tasks,
with varying difficulty. The robot initiated each trial by describing
its current context and task. The participant then responded to the
trust question “How much do you trust the robot to act appropri-
ately?” on a 5-point rating scale (from ”Not at all” to ”Completely”).
After participants gave their trust rating, the robot responded with
its current action plan, phrased as “I’m going to ...”.

Evidence for learning progress was the same for both robot ex-
perience conditions such that, over the course of the three blocks,
the robot’s action proposals increased in quality (i.e., an increas-
ing number of acceptable or highly appropriate proposals). The
learning rate and average overall performance were similar to the
fast-learning robot in the main experiment. However, in the pilot
study, a few of the tasks recurred (for details, see SM 2.2).

3.6.2 Pilot Study Results. In response to the experimental manipu-
lation, people showed higher initial trust in the experienced robot
(𝑀 = 2.86) than the inexperienced robot (𝑀 = 2.22), 𝑡 = 3.54,
𝑝 < 0.001. Next, a mixed-effects model on the trial-by-trial trust
ratings included participant as random effect and the following
fixed effects: robot experience level, task block (1, 2, 3), recurring
task (yes, no), quality of previous proposal, and task difficulty of
upcoming task, along with various interaction terms. As shown in
Fig. 5 (left panel), trust generally decreased over the three blocks
(𝑡 = −15.64, 𝑝 < 0.001) but more steeply for the experienced robot
(𝑡 = −3.54, 𝑝 < 0.001). By Block 3, trust ratings were indistin-
guishable for the two robots, 𝑡 = −0.76, 𝑝 = .49. Thus, in contrast
with the main experiment, people steadily lost trust in the robot
they observed, particularly when they initially had higher expec-
tations. And even though the robots continually improved, their
imperfections appeared to prevent trust to recover.

Figure 5: Average trust by block shows overall decline (left).
Trial-by-trial trust shows teacher’s sensitivity to recent learn-
ing evidence, indicating local trust growth (right).

Despite this overall decline of trust, participants were sensitive to
local, trial-specific performance evidence. Their trust increased after
trials in which the robot took a highly appropriate action (𝑡 = 7.5,
𝑝 < 0.001) (Fig. 5, right panel). People’s trust also increased when

the robot had encountered the task at hand already in a previous
trial (𝑡 = 13.68, 𝑝 < 0.001), and especially when the current task
appeared difficult (𝑡 = 9.52, 𝑝 < 0.001).

3.6.3 Pilot Study Discussion. Participants in the pilot study showed
two patterns of trust updating. On the one hand, people tracked
the robot’s performance and displayed trial-level trust recovery.
On the other hand, this local recovery did not overcome a broader
trust decline. That decline was most marked for participants who
encountered an “experienced” robot. They granted the robot higher
initial trust and then felt greater disappointment when the robot
made mistakes (a familiar pattern in human-machine interactions
[41, 44, 52]). At least in this healthcare scenario, people appeared
relatively intolerant of the robot’s imperfections.

When we compare the results of the pilot study and the main
experiment we see one clear similarity: People’s trust updates were
sensitive to local performance variations. But we also see one clear
difference: Whereas trust in the main experiment showed steady
growth, it declined in the pilot study. Although we must be cautious
in comparing studies that differ in more than one feature, we do
suggest that people in the main experiment recovered and even
increased their trust because they were directly teaching the robot,
not merely observing its learning. Robots’ objective performance
improvements were comparable in the two studies (see SM 1.5
and 2.2), and participants were equally attentive and sensitive to
local performance fluctuations. Nonetheless, overall trust built only
when the teachers were actively intervening (by instructing or
evaluating the robot) and presumably had a stake in the robot’s
performance. Humans are natural pedagogues [75], and if people
are actually teaching a robot they may be better able to appreciate
its improvements and tolerate its mistakes. People’s trust then
becomes a reflection not only of the robot’s performance but of its
responsiveness to the teacher’s efforts. Admittedly, we do not have
direct evidence for this interpretation, but it strongly motivates
future research to experimentally manipulate teacher involvement.

4 GENERAL DISCUSSION
In this paper, we introduced a novel human-machine interface and
experimental paradigm to study a human user’s dynamic trust up-
dating process when teaching a virtual robot. This approach allows
researchers to track changes in trust across extended interactions
and at various levels, with special attention to the transition from
a feeling of momentary trust to a more stable perception of trust-
worthiness, which in the end may influence the decision to rely on
the robot in future tasks. We have learned multiple lessons from
our findings—about trust updating, trust measurement, and the
importance of interactive robot teaching, which we discuss in turn.

4.1 Trust Updating
We designed our research to examine how people update trust over
multi-stage interactions with robots.We can draw a few preliminary
conclusions about the growth curve of human-robot trust that must,
however, be tested in other interactive settings.

First, people’s trust growth appears highly sensitive to local
evidence about the robot’s previous performance and the current
task’s difficulty, as well as to broader trends within and across
training blocks. This consistent sensitivity speaks to the usefulness
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of the experimental paradigm we employed, and it also implies that
future studies must carefully measure or experimentally control
the multiple sources of evidence people are sensitive to.

Second, people also responded to (experimentally manipulated)
characteristics of the robot. In the main experiment, people decoded
the robots’ learning rates about half way into the training session
(Fig. 2), and this perception had a lasting effect on people’s trust
and reliance on the robot in novel tasks. In the pilot study, initial
information about the robot’s “experience level” measurably raised
expectations; the robots’ subsequent performance did not meet
these expectations, causing a loss of trust especially in the expe-
rienced robot. In the main experiment, an initial disappointment
was also visible, but people recovered from the disappointment,
particularly for the fast-learning robot (see Figure 2).

4.2 Trust Measurement
We assessed human trust before each robot action and were able to
illuminate people’s sensitivity to task features and the robot’s per-
formance. We also showed that these local effects were integrated
into more steady judgments of the robot’s trustworthiness. Finally,
intended reliance formed another level of integration, primarily
reflecting the increasing impact of slow vs. fast learning rate on
people’s faith in the robot. These various trust measures do not
compete but show different layers of updating and trust formation.

The Multi-dimensional Measure of Trust (MDMT) was sensi-
tive to the robots’ steady improvement and the differential rates
of improvements by the slow- and the fast-learning robot. The
experiment also revealed intriguing discriminant validity of the
different dimensions of trust. Participants’ trust increased more
steeply for the fast-learning than the slow-learning robot on the
very dimensions of trust for which the experimental design created
differences between the two learners (Competent, Reliable, Ethi-
cal) but not for the dimension on which the two were designed
to be identical (Transparent). People were thus calibrated to the
dimension-specific evidence they had available, supporting the as-
sumption that trustworthiness perception occurs along distinct
dimensions [54, 82].

Finally, a three-item intended reliance measure showed conver-
gent validity with the MDMT in that overall reliance increased
(from pre- to post-training) for the fast-learning robot but barely
for the slow-learning robot. In exploratory follow-up analyses we
found that the subscales of Competent, Reliable, and Ethical (on
which the two robots were different) predicted intended reliance,
whereas the Transparency subscale (on which the robots were sim-
ilar) did not. Generally, people indicated greater reliance on either
robot for the nonsocial than for the social tasks. This result con-
verges with a recent series of studies in which people seemed to
trust nonsocial robots more than social ones [79].

4.3 Interactive Teaching
Comparing the main experiment and the pilot study, we suggested
that the involved, interactive teaching in the main experiment con-
tributed to its overall trust growth, compared to the drop of trust in
the pilot study. What aspects of the main experiment might have
generated the power of interactive teaching? First, participants
made choices—choosing to either instruct the robot or evaluate its

action proposal, and then choosing the action the robot should
perform or the level of evaluative feedback the robot should re-
ceive. It has long been known that choices increase engagement
and investment in outcomes [45]. Second, participants received
contingent, receptive responses from the learner—such as “Noted!”
or a description of its originally planned action. Contingent re-
sponding is a hallmark of perceived agency [36], and receptive
responding is hailed as fostering communication and interaction
[85]. Together, with the choices they made and the responses they
received, teachers may have become invested in the robot’s success
and even spontaneously attributed part of the observed learning
progress to their own teaching effort.

This interpretation is consistent with a recent study [26] that
examined the experience of human teachers when either giving a ro-
bot arm active feedback or merely observing it. Results showed that
active teaching led to higher levels of trust (relative to baseline) than
mere observation. Other work suggests that a machine learner’s
success increases when human teachers can select their preferred
teaching methods [33, 34, 63, 80]. Thus, interactive teaching can
have positive effects both on human trust and robot performance.

5 LIMITATIONS AND FUTUREWORK
We acknowledge a number of limitations of the presented research.
First, the primary results of the main experiment have yet to be
replicated, ideally in a new task domain (e.g., home companion-
ship, education, or security). Second, to ensure experimental con-
trol, the robot’s learning was not actually a result of the human
teacher’s choices. Expansions of the paradigm may incorporate
teaching-contingent improvement patterns and assess whether
trust grows even more strongly when such contingency is salient.
Third, specifics of our experimental design limit the generalizabil-
ity of our results. For example, tasks of various difficulties were
presented in a fixed order, whereas a random order would allow
for jointly testing difficulty and performance on the previous task
as predictors of trust in the upcoming task. Fourth, while we fo-
cused on the dynamics of trust growth, HRI also features patterns
of sudden loss [42], recovery [22], and attempts to rebuild trust
[77]. The presented paradigm could be adjusted to examine such
patterns. Likewise, the paradigm could be expanded to other forms
of interaction, such as collaboration [9] or decision aids [32, 62].

6 CONCLUSIONS
Autonomous artificial agents have the potential to genuinely benefit
people; however, these agents are, and will be, imperfect. We must
therefore better understand why and to what extent people are
willing to trust these agents despite their imperfections. We found
that, in the role of interactive teachers, people carefully tracked a
robot’s mistakes and improvements at the local level, integrated
these fluctuations into growing perceptions of trustworthiness, and
formed intentions to rely on the learner in the future. We suggest
that in contexts of interactive teaching (involving teacher choices
and learner responses), teachers may be fairly tolerant of mistakes
and maintain or even grow their trust, as long as the robot visibly
improves. If people are willing to assume the role of interactive
robot teachers, they may build well-calibrated trust in robots that
are imperfect but willing to learn.
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1 SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL (SM) FOR THE
MAIN EXPERIMENT

1.1 Introductory Text

Background...

Robotics is fast developing, especially in the domain
of health care.

We are studying how people might train and supervise
health care robots of the near future.

Imagine you are a busy nurse and you are responsible
for training a robot assistant who is ready to learn.

The robot is in principle fully capable of handling
the daily tasks in the hospital.

However, the robot will check in with you in situations
where the best action is unclear.

Your Role...

When the robot reaches out to you through the Chat app
(that you will see shortly), you will be asked to first
express your current level of trust for the robot to
act appropriately in that situation.

Then, you'll have the option to either
(a) select a "specific instruction" to the robot
for how to act (from among three displayed options) or
(b) provide "evaluative feedback" on an action the
robot proposes.

If you want to select a specific instruction to the robot
for how to act, you will message the robot "Here's what
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you need to do" and then select one of three possible
actions that we provide.

If you want to provide evaluative feedback on an action
the robot proposes, you will message the robot "Let me
hear your proposal" and assess the proposal.

Interface...

Your robot needs to go through a total of 5 training days.
On each day, it will encounter a series of tasks
with various levels of difficulty.
Throughout, the robot assistant's messages will appear
(in green) on the left side of the Chat app, and your
responses will appear (in blue) on the right side.
You make your choices for how to respond on the bottom
right, just outside the app.

Your Task

Now it's time for you to work with your robot assistant!
Please click on the buttons above if you need to
review the instructions before moving on.
Click next to start the first teaching session

1.2 Intended Reliance Measure
1.2.1 Before teaching interactions:

We are interested in your current level of trust that
this robot assistant could do a variety of things.
Based on the minimal information we provided,
how much do you trust this robot to...

1.2.2 After teaching interactions:

Now that you have interacted with the robot,
we are interested in your current level of trust
that this robot assistant can do a variety of things.
How much do you trust the robot to. . .

(1) distribute daily medications to patients in a hospital [Medical
setting-nonsocial]

(2) be a social companion for older adults in a hospital [Medical
setting-social]

(3) help school childrenwith their homework [Education setting-
social]

Participants responded on a slider scale anchored by “Absolutely
Not” (0) and “Absolutely” (100).

https://doi.org/10.1145/3568162.3576962
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1.3 Trial-by-trial Trust Measure
Participants responded to the question “How much do you feel you
are trusting this robot?” on a 5-point Likert scale anchored by “Not
at All” and “Completely.”

1.4 Perceptions of Trustworthiness (MDMT)
We used a “half form” of the MDMT, which the scale authors recom-
mend for repeated assessments. Eight items were displayed in the
fixed order below. Participants responded on a slider scale anchored
by “Not at All” (0) and “Very” (100).

Training Day [X] has ended.
Please tell us your impressions of the robot by indicating
how much the robot seems to have each of the attributes below.
If a particular item does not seem to fit this robot at all,
please select the option that says “Does Not Fit”.

(1) reliable [Reliable-A]
(2) predictable. [Reliable-B]
(3) competent. [Competent-A]
(4) skilled. [Competent-B]
(5) ethical [Ethical-A]
(6) principled [Ethical-B]
(7) sincere [Transparent-A]
(8) candid [Transparent-B]

1.5 Pre-programmed robot performance
In the original design of the experiment we had designated the 15
task behaviors as appropriate, acceptable, or inappropriate. These
designations were used to program the slow- and fast-learning
robots’ performance trajectories. For the slow-learning robot per-
formance trajectory, see Table 1. For the fast-learning robot perfor-
mance trajectory, see Table 2.

Table 1: Main Study pre-programmed robot performance for
slow-learning robot

Training Day 1 acceptable inappropriate inappropriate
Training Day 2 acceptable inappropriate inappropriate
Training Day 3 acceptable acceptable acceptable
Training Day 4 appropriate acceptable acceptable
Training Day 5 appropriate appropriate acceptable

Table 2: Main Study pre-programmed robot performance for
fast-learning robot

Training Day 1 acceptable inappropriate inappropriate
Training Day 2 acceptable acceptable acceptable
Training Day 3 appropriate appropriate acceptable
Training Day 4 appropriate appropriate appropriate
Training Day 5 appropriate appropriate appropriate

2 SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL (SM) FOR THE
PILOT STUDY

2.1 Introductory Text
Displayed text in curly brackets corresponds to the inexperienced
robot; text in square brackets corresponds to the experienced robot.
Background...

Imagine you are a busy nurse and you are delegating some
tasks to a robot assistant who is ready to learn.

The robot has {just started to undergo} [undergone] some
amount of training as a hospital assistant.

Observations...

You had the opportunity to observe the robot perform some
initial tasks.

At that time, the robot entered the treatment room to
speak with the patient.

{The robot left the room door open.}
[The robot closed the door behind it.]

At another time, a patient complained to the robot that
an IV is causing pain.

{The robot ignored the patient's complaint.}
[The robot comforted the patient and informed the
head nurse.]

Your Role...

The robot is in principle fully capable of handling the
daily tasks in the hospital.

However, the robot will check in with you in situations
where the best action is unclear.
The robot will communicate with you through a Chat app
(that you will see shortly) and share with you the
current subtask and its planned action.

For each subtask, before you hear the robot’s proposal,
you'll be asked to first express your current level of
trust that the robot will act appropriately.

Your Task

Now it's time for you to work with your robot assistant!

Your robot needs to complete 3 larger tasks, and each task
consists of a few subtasks.
Throughout, the robot assistant's messages will appear
(in green) on the left side of the Chat app, and your
responses will appear (in blue) on the right side.

You indicate your responses at the bottom of the screen,
just outside the app.
Please click on the buttons above if you need to review
the instructions before moving on.
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Click next to start the first teaching session.

2.2 Pre-programmed robot performance
For the robot performance trajectory, see Table 3.

2.3 Trial-by-trial Trust Measure Question
Participants responded to the question, “How much do you trust
the robot to act appropriately?” on a 5-point Likert scale with the
anchors “Not at all” and “Completely.”



HRI ’23, March 13–16, 2023, Stockholm, Sweden Vivienne Bihe Chi & Bertram F. Malle.

Table 3: Pilot Study pre-programmed robot performance

Block 1 inappropriate acceptable acceptable inappropriate acceptable acceptable
Block 2 appropriate (repeated) acceptable (rep.) appropriate (rep.) inappropriate acceptable (rep.) acceptable
Block 3 appropriate (repeated) appropriate (rep.) appropriate (rep.) acceptable (rep.) acceptable appropriate
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